Eliphas at the Expo
Riding the wave of success created by the first ever Geodecity Outpost at Grizedale Arts, there was an air of excitement going into the Arena Outpost and Expo. We had built on what we had learnt previously. We had spent the past month developing the new third generation correx domes, they were tougher, stronger and insulated too, but would they be waterproof this time? The camp was more organised, the Geodecians more proficient in their tasks, everyone was working together, the Geodecian mindset was developing it seemed. Work preparing the Expo continued as the daylight hours quickly vanished. The new lighting system came into its own though and the larger forum space meant that work continued later than usual and food could be seen whilst eaten.
The next day we rose at dawn keen to put the finishing touches to various aspects of the expo. The temperature had not dropped as low as the previous night's -4.5°C, but the morning exercise and Tai-Ghi followed by some hot Geodecian Mush were much needed to warm our spirits and set us up for the day. I was going to be in charge of the fire and food, this meant preparing the food and cooking it on a wood burning open hearth. I was planning a different approach to the Geodecian eating habits by trying a grazing diet. Rather than three set meal times as before, a variety of healthy, high energy food would be prepared throughout the day so Geodecians could pick up a snack as they worked on the Expo and tourists could also sample some of these dishes. This would provide a more sustainable energy supply for the community. This was a role I had fallen into on the previous outpost perhaps because I had worked on the food order and was willing to risk it despite my minimal past experience.
It was time for the first group of tourists to arrive, would people brave the cold weather to visit our project in this field? Our fears were set aside as two people walked down the path towards us and we gave them a traditionally warm Geodecian welcome. As the day went on the groups got larger in numbers and once warmed up with a game of 'beach ball mini pig' they were escorted over to the forum and shown around the site. As significant objects or areas of activity were encountered on the tour, historical photos and video from the Geo-tablet embellished the descriptions and attached stories. This helped portray the sense of how far the project has come, just 15 months young, and how far it has to go in so many areas. This was interspersed with sampling the Geodecian fair I had cooked up in the traditional way using no salt or oil, along with mint tea or hot fruit wine. Groups sampled either a Geodecian future visioning session or a dome building workshop, with some individuals selected to view the Musiological Dome display. It seemed that the project offered more than the tourists had time for, with the final group having to skip the spectacular Utopia Geoffrey Ge-Ode dance display. Many tourists had put their names down to find out more about becoming Geo-pioneers so it seemed that we had managed to convey the warmth of the community and the benefits of the project despite the wintry November weather.
As the sun set and we finished the post-Expo tidy up, a voice could be heard out across the field. I heard excited cries of "it's Raymond, it's Raymond" from some of the other Geodecians; surely not I thought to myself. There had been some chatter on Geopedia about Raymond planning the first ever commute to his failed world job from Geodecity and spending the only night he could at the outpost, but I doubted it would happen. How wrong I was, and how happy we all were to see the figure of Raymond Merlin Huxley making his way towards the encampment to loud cheers and bewilderment. To celebrate this landmark event we performed the Ge-Ode for it creator, just for Raymond, and ate the first ever Geodecian feast at a table.
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